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NEW TOWNS AND NEIGHBORHOODS          

RESORT TOWNS           

REVITALIZATION AND INFILL 

• International leaders in urban design 
and development. 

• Designers and planners of over 300 
new and existing communities around the 
world.

• Innovators of technology used industry-
wide for master planning and coding.

• Value and place creators through relief 
of suburban sprawl.

• Pioneers of restoring the core values of 
good urbanism since 1980.

• Collaborators with industry experts to 
design complete urban neighborhoods, 
resilient regions and sustainable 
settlements of high quality.

• Authors of numerous international 
publications that reflect and promote the 
movement of New Urbanism.

WHO WE ARE
DPZ CoDESIGN



Tonight’s Presentation

1. CNU & its 25 Great Ideas

2. Urbanization & our Settlement Patterns

3. Zoning Reform

4. Designing & Coding Sustainable Neighborhoods
• Know what to regulate
• A Solution
• A Challenge



1 
CNUs 25 Great Ideas
Building better places



CNU: est. 1992

“We stand for the restoration of existing urban centers and 
towns within coherent metropolitan regions, the reconfiguration 
of sprawling suburbs into communities of real neighborhoods and 
diverse districts, the conservation of natural environments, and 

the preservation of our built legacy.”



CNU’s 25 Great Ideas



The Charter (17)

The Congress for the New Urbanism views disinvestment in central cities, the 
spread of placeless sprawl, increasing separation by race and income, environmental  
deterioration, loss of agricultural lands and wilderness, and the erosion of society’s 
built heritage as one interrelated community-building challenge.

We stand for the restoration of existing urban centers and towns within coherent 
metropolitan regions, the reconfiguration of sprawling suburbs into communities of 
real neighborhoods and diverse districts, the conservation of natural environments, 
and the preservation of our built legacy.

We advocate the restructuring of public policy and development practices to  
support the following principles: neighborhoods should be diverse in use and  
population; communities should be designed for the pedestrian and transit as well 
as the car; cities and towns should be shaped by physically defined and universally 
accessible public spaces and community institutions; urban places should be framed 
by architecture and landscape design that celebrate local history, climate, ecology, 
and building practice.

We recognize that physical solutions by themselves will not solve social and economic 
problems, but neither can economic vitality, community stability, and environmental 
health be sustained without a coherent and supportive physical framework.

We represent a broad-based citizenry, composed of public and private sector  
leaders, community activists, and multidisciplinary professionals. We are committed 
to reestablishing the relationship between the art of building and the making  
of community, through citizen-based participatory planning and design.

We dedicate ourselves to reclaiming our homes, blocks, streets, parks, neighborhoods, 
districts, towns, cities, regions, and environment.

Continued on back...

1) Metropolitan regions are finite places with  
geographic boundaries derived from topography,  
watersheds, coastlines, farmlands, regional parks, 
and river basins. The metropolis is made of 
multiple centers that are cities, towns, and villages, 
each with its own identifiable center and edges. 

2) The metropolitan region is a fundamental  
economic unit of the contemporary world.  
Governmental cooperation, public policy, physical 
planning, and economic strategies must reflect  
this new reality.

3) The metropolis has a necessary and fragile  
relationship to its agrarian hinterland and natural 
landscapes. The relationship is environmental, 
economic, and cultural. Farmland and nature are 
as important to the metropolis as the garden is  
to the house.

4) Development patterns should not blur or 
eradicate the edges of the metropolis. Infill  
development within existing urban areas 
conserves environmental resources, economic 
investment, and social fabric, while reclaiming 
marginal and abandoned areas. Metropolitan  
regions should develop strategies to encourage 
such infill development over peripheral expansion.

5) Where appropriate, new development contigu-
ous to urban boundaries should be organized as 
neighborhoods and districts, and be integrated  
with the existing urban pattern. Noncontiguous 
development should be organized as towns and  
villages with their own urban edges, and planned 
for a jobs/housing balance, not as bedroom suburbs.

6) The development and redevelopment of towns 
and cities should respect historical patterns,  
precedents, and boundaries.

7) Cities and towns should bring into proximity  
a broad spectrum of public and private uses to  
support a regional economy that benefits people  
of all incomes. Affordable housing should be 
distributed throughout the region to match job  
opportunities and to avoid concentrations of poverty.

8) The physical organization of the region should 
be supported by a framework of transportation  
alternatives. Transit, pedestrian, and bicycle systems 
should maximize access and mobility throughout 
the region while reducing dependence upon the 
automobile.

9) Revenues and resources can be shared more 
cooperatively among the municipalities and 
centers within regions to avoid destructive 
competition for tax base and to promote rational 
coordination of transportation, recreation, public 
services, housing, and community institutions.

The region: Metropolis, 
city, and town

The neighborhood, the  
district, and the corridor

The block, the street,  
and the building

10) The neighborhood, the district, and the corridor 
are the essential elements of development and 
redevelopment in the metropolis. They form 
identifiable areas that encourage citizens to take 
responsibility for their maintenance and evolution.

11) Neighborhoods should be compact, pedestrian 
friendly, and mixed-use. Districts generally  
emphasize a special single use, and should follow 
the principles of neighborhood design when 
possible. Corridors are regional connectors of 
neighborhoods and districts; they range from 
boulevards and rail lines to rivers and parkways.

12) Many activities of daily living should occur 
within walking distance, allowing independence 
to those who do not drive, especially the elderly 
and the young. Interconnected networks of streets 
should be designed to encourage walking, reduce 
the number and length of automobile trips, and 
conserve energy.

13) Within neighborhoods, a broad range of 
housing types and price levels can bring people 
of diverse ages, races, and incomes into daily 
interaction, strengthening the personal and civic 
bonds essential to an authentic community.

14 ) Transit corridors, when properly planned and 
coordinated, can help organize metropolitan  
structure and revitalize urban centers. In 
contrast, highway corridors should not displace 
investment from existing centers. 

15) Appropriate building densities and land  
uses should be within walking distance of transit 
stops, permitting public transit to become a 
viable alternative to the automobile.

16) Concentrations of civic, institutional, and  
commercial activity should be embedded in  
neighborhoods and districts, not isolated in 
remote, single-use complexes. Schools should be 
sized and located to enable children to walk or 
bicycle to them. 

17) The economic health and harmonious evolution 
of neighborhoods, districts, and corridors can be 
improved through graphic urban design codes that 
serve as predictable guides for change.

18) A range of parks, from tot-lots and village 
greens to ballfields and community gardens, 
should be distributed within neighborhoods. 
Conservation areas and open lands should be 
used to define and connect different neighbor-
hoods and districts.

19) A primary task of all urban architecture and 
landscape design is the physical definition of 
streets and public spaces as places of shared use. 

20) Individual architectural projects should be 
seamlessly linked to their surroundings. This issue 
transcends style.

21) The revitalization of urban places depends 
on safety and security. The design of streets and 
buildings should reinforce safe environments, but 
not at the expense of accessibility and openness.

22) In the contemporary metropolis, development 
must adequately accommodate automobiles. It 
should do so in ways that respect the pedestrian 
and the form of public space.

23) Streets and squares should be safe, comfort-
able, and interesting to the pedestrian. Properly 
configured, they encourage walking and enable 
neighbors to know each other and protect their 
communities.

24) Architecture and landscape design should  
grow from local climate, topography, history, 
and building practice.

25) Civic buildings and public gathering places 
require important sites to reinforce community 
identity and the culture of democracy. They 
deserve distinctive form, because their role is 
different from that of other buildings and places 
that constitute the fabric of the city.

26) All buildings should provide their inhabitants 
with a clear sense of location, weather and time. 
Natural methods of heating and cooling can be 
more resource-efficient than mechanical systems.

27) Preservation and renewal of historic buildings, 
districts, and landscapes affirm the continuity and 
evolution of urban society.

© Copyright 2001 by Congress for the New Urbanism. All rights reserved. May not be reproduced without written permission.cnu.org

We assert the following principles to guide public policy, 
development practice, urban planning, and design:



Smart Growth & Partnerships: 2000s

Funded +1,000 projects, in 50 
states, for over $4.6 billion



United Nations: SDGs
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Urbanization & our 
Settlement Patterns
How regions and cities grow



2 Patterns of Development

Complete Community: 
Walkable Urbanism (up to 1940s)

Fragmented Development: 
Drivable Sprawl (since 1940s)

+600 new cities, of 10 million each estimated to be built over next 
century to accommodate new urban dwellers.  

• Effective city building greatest challenge to growth of our cities.
• Need to legalize the making of great places. Level the playing field!



Epidemics of Sprawl Development Patterns

• Areas dominated by single-use
• Excessive automotive traffic
• Lack of transportation 

alternatives
• Lack of useable open space
• Excessive land consumption
• Degradation of natural habitats
• Increased air pollution
• Increased burden on municipal 

infrastructure
• Diminished quality of life

There is a direct connection between our 
sprawling, unsustainable development 

patterns and our existing regulatory tools



Benefits of Sustainable Urban Patterns

• More walking, less driving is 
better for our health.

• Smart Growth development can 
generate 10 x more tax revenue 
per ha than sprawl.

• More disposable income for 
households 

• Less infrastructure costs & 
maintenance for municipalities

• People feel happier, safer, live 
longer and have greater 
upwards mobility.

Need better regulatory tools to 
legalize creating great places



The Polycentric Region (5)

SMARTCODE
Municipality

SM ARTCOD E VER SION 9.2SC28

ALREADY DEVELOPED AREAS

PROXIMITY TO MAJOR THOROUGHFARES AND TRANSIT

PROXIMITY TO THOROUGHFARES 

MEDIUM SLOPES
WOODLANDS

FLOOD PLAIN
OPEN SPACE TO BE ACQUIRED
CORRIDORS TO BE ACQUIRED
BUFFERS TO BE ACQUIRED
LEGACY WOODLAND
LEGACY FARMLAND
LEGACY VIEWSHEDS
CLD RESIDUAL OPEN SPACE

SURFACE WATERBODIES
PROTECTED WETLANDS
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◄ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ► ◄ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ► ◄ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ►
(PRIMARILY OPEN SPACE) (PRIMARILY NEW COMMUNITIES) (SUCCESSIONAL  COMMUNITIES)

O1 PRESERVED
OPEN SECTOR O2 RESERVED

OPEN SECTOR G1 RESTRICTED
GROWTH SECTOR  G2 CONTROLLED

GROWTH SECTOR G3 INTENDED
GROWTH SECTOR G4 INFILL

GROWTH SECTOR

CLD CLD TND TND          RCD TND  RCD
T1 NO MINIMUM NO MINIMUM

50% MIN 50% MIN  

T2 NO MINIMUM NO MINIMUM NO MIN NO MIN

T3 10 - 30% 10 - 30%  10 - 30% 10 - 30% VARIABLE

T4 20 - 40% 20 - 40% 30 - 60% 30 - 60% 10 - 30% VARIABLE VARIABLE

T5 10 - 30% 10 - 30% 10 - 30% VARIABLE VARIABLE

T6 40 - 80% VARIABLE

TABLE 2. SECTOR/COMMUNITY ALLOCATION

TABLE 2: Sector/Community Allocation.  Table 2 defines the geography, including both natural and infrastructure elements, determining areas that 
are or are not suitable for development.  Specific Community types of various intensities are allowable in specific Sectors.  This table also allocates the 
proportions of Transect Zones within each Community Type.

Growth Priorities:
Direct investment to smart growth priority 
areas:

• Urban revitalization
• Urban Infill
• Suburban Retrofit
• Suburban Extension
• New neighborhood on existing infrastructure
• New neighborhood requiring new infrastructure
• New neighborhood in environmentally sensitive lands



Planning at the Regional Scale

Regional Scale 
of Towns & 
Cities

City Scale of 
Districts & 
Neighborhoods



Scenario Planning: Regional Scale



Sustainable Urbanism (4)

32

Towns in Doña Ana County have historically developed 
adjacent to trade routes or natural resources. Mesilla was a 
camping and foraging spot long before its founding in 1848. 
It was on the Chihuahua Trail and supported Fort Fillmore. 
Anthony developed on both the Butterfield Trail and the 
Camino Real. The activity associated with the trading traffic 
assured both Towns would grow.

Towns developed with either a plaza or a main street as the 
center of economic activity. Mesilla long served as the social 
center of the region with activities centered on the plaza. 
Housing diversity is moderate in Towns, including small 

apartments, courtyard houses, duplexes, single family homes 
and compounds. Towns maintain a strong connection to the 
surrounding farmland and provide services to the more rural 
residents.

As mentioned earlier, this type is not referring to the level 
of incorporation but to the character of the community. 
Therefore, while Anthony is a City by incorporation, it has the 
character and intensity of a Town.

Towns
Still rural in character, Towns provide a center of commerce and culture in rural areas.

PT

33Place Types

Transportation
Choice

Community
Affordability

Economic
Opportunity

Preserving
Heritage

Policy &
Investment

Communities &
Neighborhoods

Towns

Residential Density

Walkability

Access to Jobs

Cost of Transportation

Cost of Housing

North Central South
Place Type Rating by Region

PT

27Place Types

Overview of Place Types

City Centers

The most intense Place Type, City Centers include 
housing, public services, commerce and workplaces. 
They are supported by neighborhoods and form the 
center of regions. Cities provide the greatest access to 
transportation, education, and employment.

City Neighborhoods

City Centers are supported by City Neighborhoods, 
principally residential areas, compact in form and diverse 
in terms of culture, housing and affordability. Due to 
their location, City Neighborhoods have easy access to 
transportation, jobs, and daily needs.

Towns

Towns balance elements of City living with access to 
agrarian lands and heritage. They consist of a main 
street centered on a plaza, supported by low density 
neighborhoods that blend into the surrounding 
countryside.

Villages

Villages provide support for agrarian areas as centers of 
community activity. They provide access to daily needs 
and transportation within close proximity of farms and 
rangeland. Villages typically organize around a church 
and/or a plaza and include a limited diversity of uses.

Small Villages

Small Villages support agrarian areas in a way similar to 
Villages but at a smaller scale. They are often organized 
around schools, agricultural warehousing, and similar 
services. Small Villages are the smallest scale of organized 
settlement.

Rural Subdivisions

Rural Subdivisions are typically the result of land policies 
in rural areas allowing lots sized at a few acres and larger. 
Informal centers form around intersections of primary 
roadways, and often supportive community services, 
such as schools, are located in Rural Subdivisions.

Additional  Types

The Place Types above represent settlements that are 
most traditional to the region, and those encouraged 
by regional policy. Additional types include open space, 
rangelands, industrial and warehousing areas, suburban 
development and informal or unplanned development.



Planning at the City Scale



Pedestrian Shed & the 5-Min Walk (1)

Perry(1929)  

Planning and design in neighborhood increments with mixed-uses, 
Compact building designs and connected street networks (5-min 

walk)

DPZ: The Sustainable Neighborhood (1990)



Pedestrian Sheds



Doing the Math for Cities and Towns (11)
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Zoning Reform
Conventional Codes vs/ Form-Based Codes (FBC)



Historical Zoning

FBC: Code of Hammurabi 
(ca. 1754 BC)

Conventional Zoning: Mixing Uses to Separating uses 
(20th century on)

Need for new system that is organized around 
form and character, rather than land use



Form Based Codes (12)

A form-based code is a 
land development 

regulation that fosters 
predictable built results 
and a high-quality public 
realm by using physical 

form (rather than 
separation of uses) as the 
organizing principle for 

the code.
 (FBCI)

USE AND 
DENSITY

PERMIT 
PROCESS

FORM

FORM

USE AND 
DENSITY

PERMIT 



Conventional vs/ FBC
FBC: Codes a Vision: Illustrated, easy to understand, transparent

Conventional Zoning Code



Coding for….

CONVENTIONAL CODE:  
(METRICS) 

Separate use pods

Sprawl

Monocultures

Deep setbacks

Formless “open space”

Blank frontages

Traffic flow prioritized

Lack of transit, bikes, pedestrians

Unpredictable development

FORM-BASED CODE: 
(CHARACTER) 

Mixed use neighborhoods

Compact

Diversity of housing 

Street as “outdoor room”

Formed civic space

Eyes on the street

Safe walkable streets

Mobility options

Predictable development



Rural to Urban Transect (3)

BEACH

PRIMARY DUNE

TROUGH

SECONDARY DUNE

BACK  DUNE 

OCEAN

6 DESIGN CODE

The Design Code is transect-based, meaning 
that it categorizes elements of the town’s 
built environment using a tool called the 
Transect. 

A transect of nature, first conceived by German natural-
ist Alexander Von Humboldt at the close of the 18th 
century, is a geographical cross-section of a region 
intended to reveal a sequence of environments. Origi-
nally, the tool was used to analyse natural ecologies, 
showing varying characteristics through different zones 
such as shores, wetlands, plains, and uplands and 
identifying the many elements contributing to each 
habitat. 

Scottish biologist and urban planning theorist Sir Patick 
Geddes first introduced the Transect as an intellectual 
construct relevant to urban development as well as the 
natural habitat. In his “Valley Section,” developed in the 
early 20th century, he diagrammed a generic Transect 
as a section cutting from upland from a riverbed, 
articulating the different environments as relevant to a 
range of human societies, from the hunters of the 
Highlands, to the farmers of the planes and the trades-
man working along the shores. Fifty years later, Scottish 
landscape architect and author Ian McHarg developed 
this concept further by presenting the Transect within the 
analytical methodology of his famous Design with Nature.

As a unique tool gauging elements of both the natural 
and built environment, the transect explicitly defines the 
aspects of a range of human habitats. Specifically, the 
rural-to-urban Transect is divided into six Transect 
Zones (T Zones) for application on zoning maps; these 
zones include T-1 (natural zone), T2 (rural zone), T3 
(sub-urban), T4 (general urban), T5 (urban centre), and 
T6 (urban core). These six habitats vary by the level and 
intensity of their physical and social character, providing 
immersive contexts from rural to urban, and thus 
allowing for the development of a diverse variety of living 
environments within a single settlement. Elements of the 
Chapelton Code are coordinated by these T-zones at all 
scales of planning, from the region through the commu-
nity scale to the individual plot and building. 

Set out opposite is a general explanation of the 
Transect, including commentary on the general content 
expected in each of the zones together with an under-
standing of how this should then apply to the develop-
ment of Chapelton. Specifically, brief comment is made 
on the general character of each zone, and the type of 
development that should be found in each zone, 
including information on building placement relative to 
the plot and roads, building heights and types of public 
space.

Transect-Based Planning

Community Nomenclature: A number 
of community concepts take the neigh-
borhood as a model. Variations are 
due to a particular emphasis on densi-
ty, spatial definition, transportation, or 
implementation. They have in common 
that they are socially and functionally 
variegated communities that are walk-
able and manifest an urban gradient 
from urban center to rural edge. 

Neologisms: The Urban Village, formu-
lated by Patrick Geddes early in the 20th 
century, is used both in the U.K. and Seat-
tle. The Quarter, a transnational Europe-
an term, was rationalized by Leon Krier. The 
Neighborhood Unit, the most influential 
U.S. proposal, was formulated by Clarence 
Perry in 1929 for the New York Regional 
Plan. The Cell proposal of Team X is influ-
ential in the British New Town movement 
and permeates the former colonies. Tra-
ditional Neighborhood Development 
(TND), Transit-Oriented Develop-
ment (TOD), Pedestrian Pocket, and 
the Australian Livable Neighborhood are 
New Urbanist models.

Traditional Terms: A Hamlet is a neighbor-
hood in the making. Standing free in the 
countryside, by virtue of its location away 
from transportation, the hamlet has a weak 
center. A Village is a complete neighbor-
hood standing free in the countryside. The 
strong center of a village can usually be 
attributed,not to the population, but to its lo-
cation on a transportation corridor. A Town 
is an assemblage of several neighborhoods 
sharing a substantial center. A City is sim-
ilar to a town in its neighborhood structure 
but has a strong core supported by the sur-
rounding region.

 T1  T2  T3  T4  T5  T6  SDN AT U R A L 
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3.3 NEIGHBORHOOD STRUCTURE:  ZONING CATEGORIES



International Transects
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Laval Transect
Source: L’Atelier Urbain



Calibration of Character



Your City’s Character

1950s 2014 2040

?



Document your City’s DNA

SMARTCODE
Municipality

SMARTCODE VER SION 9.2 SC27

TABLE 1. TRANSECT ZONE DESCRIPTIONS

T1  T-1 NATURAL
 T-1 Natural Zone consists of lands 

approximating or reverting to a wilder-
ness condition, including lands unsuit-
able for settlement due to topography, 
hydrology or vegetation.

   General Character: Natural landscape with some agricultural use
 Building Placement:  Not applicable 
 Frontage Types:  Not applicable 
 Typical Building Height:  Not applicable  
 Type of Civic Space:  Parks, Greenways

T2  T-2 RURAL
 T-2 Rural Zone consists of sparsely 

settled lands in open or cultivated states. 
These include woodland, agricultural 
land, grassland, and irrigable desert. 
Typical buildings are farmhouses, agri-
cultural buildings, cabins, and villas.

 General Character: Primarily agricultural with woodland & wetland and scattered buildings
 Building Placement:  Variable Setbacks    
 Frontage Types:  Not applicable 
 Typical Building Height:  1- to 2-Story  
 Type of Civic Space:  Parks, Greenways

T3  T-3 SUB-URBAN
 T-3 Sub-Urban Zone consists of low 

density residential areas, adjacent to 
higher zones that some mixed use. 
Home occupations and outbuildings 
are allowed. Planting is naturalistic and 
setbacks are relatively deep. Blocks 
may be large and the roads irregular to 
accommodate natural conditions.

 General Character: Lawns, and landscaped yards surrounding detached single-family 
houses; pedestrians occasionally  

 Building Placement:  Large and variable front and side yard Setbacks
 Frontage Types:  Porches, fences, naturalistic tree planting  
 Typical Building Height:  1- to 2-Story with some 3-Story
 Type of Civic Space:  Parks, Greenways

T4  T-4 GENERAL URBAN
 T-4 General Urban Zone consists of 

a mixed use but primarily residential 
urban fabric. It may have a wide range 
of building types: single, sideyard, and 
rowhouses. Setbacks and landscaping 
are variable. Streets with curbs and side-
walks define medium-sized blocks.

 General Character: Mix of Houses, Townhouses & small Apartment buildings, with scat-
tered Commercial activity; balance between landscape and buildings; 
presence of pedestrians 

 Building Placement:  Shallow to medium front and side yard Setbacks    
 Frontage Types:  Porches, fences, Dooryards 
 Typical Building Height:  2- to 3-Story with a few taller Mixed Use buildings  
 Type of Civic Space:  Squares, Greens   

T5  T-5 URBAN CENTER
 T-5 Urban Center Zone consists of 

higher density mixed use building that 
accommodate etail, offices, rowhouses 
and apartments.  It has a tight network 
of streets, with wide sidewalks, steady 
street tree planting and buildings set 
close to the sidewalks.

 General Character: Shops mixed with Townhouses, larger Apartment houses, Offices, 
workplace, and Civic buildings; predominantly attached buildings; 
trees within the public right-of-way; substantial pedestrian activit

 Building Placement:  Shallow Setbacks or none; buildings oriented to street defining a 
street wall

 Frontage Types:  Stoops, Shopfronts, Galleries 
 Typical Building Height:  3- to 5-Story with some variation 
 Type of Civic Space:  Parks, Plazas and Squares, median landscaping

T6  T-6 URBAN CORE 
 T-6 Urban Core Zone consists of the 

highest density and height, with the 
greatest variety of uses, and civic build-
ings of regional importance. It may have 
larger blocks; streets have steady street 
tree planting and buildings are set close 
to wide sidewalks. Typically only large 
towns and cities have an Urban Core 
Zone.

 General Character:  Medium to high-Density Mixed Use buildings, entertainment, Civic 
and cultural uses. Attached buildings forming a continuous street 
wall; trees within the public right-of-way; highest pedestrian and 
transit activity

 Building Placement:   Shallow Setbacks or none; buildings oriented to street, defining a 
street wall

 Frontage Types:   Stoops, Dooryards, Forecourts, Shopfronts, Galleries, and Arcades
 Typical Building Height:  4-plus Story with a few shorter buildings 
 Type of Civic Space: Parks, Plazas and Squares; median landscaping

TABLE 1: Transect Zone Descriptions. This table provides descriptions of the character of each T-zone. 



Test Code to Community Vision Plan

Effecting change of an aspirational quality, requires the 
vision of an urban plan to drive the text regulations. 



Establish Character Zones

ARTICLE	155-4:	DISTRICT	SPECIFIC	STANDARDS106

Lot Occupation (see section “155-3.4 Lot Occupation”)

A Lot	Width 16	ft.	min.
Lot	Area 1,600	sq.ft	min.
Impervious	Coverage 80%
Primary	Frontage 90%	min.

Setbacks (see section “155-3.5 Frontages”) (1) (2)

Principal Building (feet)
B Front 0	ft.	min.	/	6	ft.	max.	(3)

C Side 0	or	5	ft.	min.	(4)

D Rear none
Accessory Building and Structure (feet)

E Front	(measured	from	rear	of	PB) 20	ft.	min.
F Front	Corner 6	ft.	min.
G Side 0	or	5	ft.	min.
H Rear none
Frontage Yard Types (see section “155-3.5 Frontages”)

Common	Yard Not	Permitted
Fenced	Yard Not	Permitted
Cottage	Court Not	Permitted
Shallow	Yard Permitted
Urban	Yard Permitted
Pedestrian	Forecourt Permitted
Vehicular	Forecourt Permitted

Facade Types (see section “155-3.5 Frontages”)

Porch Not	Permitted
Stoop Not	Permitted
Common	Entry Permitted
Arcade	/	Colonnade Permitted
Gallery Permitted
Storefront Permitted

Building Height (max.) (see section “155-3.3 Building Height”) 
I Principal	Building 5	stories

Accessory	Building n/a
Accessory	Structure 1	story	up	to	15	ft.

Parking (see “Article 8: Parking Standards”)

TABLE 4.3.2 TC1 DIMENSIONAL STANDARDS

Notes
1 Where	a	Lot	Abuts	a	property	of	lower	district,	the	side	

setback	for	the	lot	shall	be	that	required	of	the	abutting	
lot’s	district.

Where	a	Lot	Abuts	a	property	zoned	LDR	at	the	side	or	
the	rear,	the	VC	or	TC	Lot	shall	include	a	Buffer	of	20	feet	
in	width.		

Where	a	Lot	Abuts	a	railroad	right-of-way	at	the	side	or	
rear	with	a	LDR	district	on	the	opposite	side	of	the	railroad,	
the	VC	or	TC	Lot	shall	include	a	Buffer	of	15	feet	in	width.

2 Garage	location	shall	be	according	to	section	“155-8.3	
Parking	Location”

3 When	 there	 is	 a	predominant	 setback	established	 the	
setback	shall	be	greater	than	or	equal	to	the	predom-
inant	setback.

4 Or	equal	to	the	abutting	zone,	whichever	is	greater.

PB Principal	Building
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FIGURE 4.3.2 TC1 FORM ILLUSTRATION
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Miami 21: Regulating Plan



Implementation Options

Integrating a Form-Based Code:
Replacement

A
B

C

Euclidean
Zoning
Code

Form
Based
Code

PROS
• Makes Automobile-Centric 

Development Difficult
• Staff, Officials, and Industry 

Use One System
CONS
• Political Opposition, May Be 

Watered Down
• New System, Learning Curve

Integrating a Form-Based Code:
Floating Zone

PROS
• Permits Desirable 

Development
• Little Political Opposition
• Allows Time For Staff Training
CONS
• Requires Rezoning Process
• Desirable Development Not 

Required
• Staff, Officials, and Industry 

Have Two Systems

A
B

C

Euclidean
Zoning
Code

Form
Based
Code

Do you 
want to use 
the FBC?



Streamlining Process

Source:  Miami21: DPZ



Code Apps

SmartCode + Modules:  
• Standards & Regulations
• Performance-based goals
• Guidelines & Policy



Codes Study

+650 Codes to date 
+100 million ha impacted 

impacting +50 million people 



4 
Design & Coding for 
Sustainable neighborhoods



Sustainable & Equitable Communities

Walkable | Bikeable | Transit-Ready | Permeable | Proximate

As dense as the market will bear

Balance of Jobs | Housing | Retail | School | Programmed open space

Housing for a diversity of Age | Income | Transect preference

Public spaces that are Safe | Engaging | Accessible | Comfortable

Buildings that are Resource-Efficient | Healthy | Durable | Flexible

Structures that are appropriate-tech | Resilient | Repairable

CONNECTED

COMPACT

COMPLETE

COMPLEX

CONVIVIAL

CONSERVING

COST-EFFECTIVE

Aqua, FL (DPZ)



Design neighborhoods 
that are:
COMPLETE



Useful Mix of Building Types, Uses & People

Know what to regulate: 
• Identify neighborhoods and 

centers;
• Know your market & 

demographics;
• Support existing retailers, 

before attracting new ones;
• Incentivize adaptive reuse;
• Diversify housing supply to 

address affordability;
• Facilitate compatible infill;
• Integrate placemaking.



Architecture that puts the City First (15)
New Town St Charles, MO (DPZ)



The Public Realm (16)



Missing Middle Housing (18)

• Introduce additional building types that cater to broader 
range of incomes and that have the ability to evolve;

• Encourage the right building types in the right location for 
better job access.

• Code type, not density.



Identify Desired Housing Typologies

1301-EL-ID-3-MIXED INCOME HOUSING JULY 16, 2014 11:07 AM  54

3.4 HOUSING TYPE MIX

SFH on 50’wx120’d lot
Parking at rear from alley
Net density = 7 du/acre (14 with ADU)
Gross density = 5 du/acre (10 with ADU)

Senior Patio Home - 3 units on 50’w x 
120’d  lot - Parking at rear from alley
Net density = 20 du/acre
Gross density = 15 du/acre

4-story apartment - 100’w x 120’d lot
8 units/floor  relies on shared parking 
structure
Net density = 80 du/acre
Gross density = 60 du/acre

3 Townhouse/Flex units on 50’w x 120’d 
lot Parking at rear from alley
Net density = 20 du/acre
Gross density = 15 du/acre

Side Court Townhouse - 5 units on 50’w 
x 120’d - parking at rear from alley
Net density = 33 du/acre
Gross density = 24 du/acre

4-story Apartment - 150’w x 120’d lot
Relies on shared parking structure
Net density = 80 du/acre
Gross density = 60 du/acre

Courtyard SFH on 35’ x 120’ lot
Parking at rear from alley
Net density = 13 du/acre (26 with ADU)
Gross density = 9 du/acre (18 with ADU)

“4-pack” on 50’w x 120’d lot
Parking at rear from alley
Net density = 27 du/acre
Gross density = 19 du/acre

4-story Apartment - 50’w x 120’d
4 units/floor - relies on shared parking
Net density = 80 du/acre
Gross density = 60 du/acre

The housing matrix shown here represents 
a selection of the types that could be 
appropriate for various areas in Eastlake, 
Garfield and Edison Park.  The models 
begin with detached houses with accessory 
units, and progress to multi-story buildings 
with ground floor commercial use.  Many of 
the types shown here are developed to fit 
on a typical 50’ wide lot, which is pervasive 
in the district.  All building types may not 
be appropriate in all areas of the district.  
Notes:
1. ADU = Accessory Dwelling Unit
2. SFH = Single-Family House
3. Density numbers are approximate and 

based on a minimum of 1 parking space 
per unit.  Final parking requirements 
have not yet been determined (see 
Parking Strategy section).

HOUSING TYPES

2-story apt building on 104’x144’ lot with 
street-side entrances
Surface parking at rear (1.5 sp/u / 1 sp/u)
Net density = 32du/acre / 48du/acre
Gross density = 22  du/acre / 33 du/acre

2-3 story apt. on 72’x100-120’ lot
Parking at rear from alley
Net density = 25 du/acre
Gross density = 17 du/acre

3-5 story apartment, lot varies - on-site 
parking structure (3story / 5 story)
Net density = 53 du/acre / 88 du/acre
Gross density = 39 du/acre / 65 du/acre



Code for Complete Communities

Apartment 
Building: a rea-
ryard residen-
tial building type 
accommodating 
multiple dwell-
ings disposed 
above and be-
side each other, 
sharing a com-
mon entry. Vari-
ant: loft building

Mixed-Use Building: a rearyard, 
flexible commercial building type. 
Commercial buildings have floor-
plates deeper than residential ones. 
Syn.: warehouse, flex Building, 
office building.

Flexhouse / 
Live-Work: a 
rearyard, ful-
ly mixed-use 
building type 
with one dwell-
ing above or be-
hind a commer-
cial space. Syn.: 
corner store, 
shopfront

Rowhouse: a 
rearyard build-
ing type. A sin-
gle-family dwell-
ing with common 
walls on the side 
lot lines, the fa-
cades forming a 
continuous front-
age line. Row-
houses are the 
highest den-
sity type able 
to provide pri-
vate yards.Syn.: 
townhouse, ter-
race house

Patio House: a 
courtyard build-
ing type which 
surrounds one 
or more private 
yards. This is a 
functionally flex-
ible type as it is 
able to shield 
the private open 
space from a 
public realm of 
great intensity. 
Syn.: courtyard 
house

Sideyard 
House: a side-
yard building 
type. A single-
family dwell-
ing which occu-
pies one side of 
the lot, with the 
primary yard to 
the other side, 
shared with an-
cillary building 
in the rear yard.  
Variant: double 
house

Cottage: an 
edgeyard build-
ing type. A sin-
gle-family dwell-
ing, on a regular 
lot, shared with 
ancillary building 
in the rear yard.

House: an edgeyard building type. 
A single-family dwelling on a large 
lot, shared with an ancillary building 
in the rear yard. 

Country House: 
an edgeyard 
building type. 
A single-fami-
ly dwelling on a 
very large lot of 
rural character, 
shared by one 
or more ancillary 
buildings. Syn.: 
Villa

<  R U R A L l  l  l  l  l  l  l  l  l  l  T R A N S E C T  l  l  l  l  l  l  l  l  l  l  U R B A N  >

T6
T5

T4
T3

VILLA HOUSE COTTAGE SIDEYARD HOUSE PATIO HOUSE ROWHOUSE FLEXHOUSE APARTMENT COMMERCIAL BUILDING

BUILDING TYPE:  SPECIF IC BUILDING TYPES 9.2



Challenge 1: Attainable Housing

How do you create the 
widest possible range of 

housing, in walkable 
urbanism, at affordable 

prices, for young 
Canadian families?

36 Bawabat Makkah - Urban Code

Conditional Parking Zone

A. BUILDING HEIGHT

Principal Building SMU: 4 stories max.

All others: 3 stories max.

Accessory Structure 1 story max.

B. LOT OCCUPATION

Lot Width / Depth TH: 8m min. / 30m min.

SY: 12m min.

All Others: 22m min.

Lot Area 240m min.

Lot Coverage 70% max

F.A.R (max.) SMU: 2.2 

SMF: 1.8

All Others: 1.5

C. SETBACKS

PRINCIPAL BUILDING

1. Front 3m min. / SMU: 0m min. 

2. Side (corner) 2m min.

3. Side (mid-block) SMU: 3m min.

SY, DUP, TH: 0m min. 

All Others: 2m min.

4. Rear 6m min.

Frontage Buildout 50% min.

ACCESSORY STRUCTURE (SEE SECTION 2.21)

Front 0m min. 

Side (corner) 0m min.    

Rear 1m min.

D. PROJECTIONS  (See Section 2.18.6)

E. BUILDING USE & INTENSITY (See “Table 2.2 & 2.3)

TABLE 2.1.B: T4 STANDARDS
TABLE 2.1 BUILDING REGULATIONS BY TRANSECT ZONE

(C1)

(C2)

(C4)

(C3)

(C4)(C1)

Co
rn

er
 

M
id

-B
lo

ck

Section B: General Building Scale Standards

1

2

3

*4

BUILDING TYPES ALLOWED WITHIN FABRIC TYPES
See “Table 1.2: Regulations By Fabric Type”

F2: Medium Intensity Fabric (50%)

C1: Low Intensity Center (50%)

C3: High Intensity Center (30%)

F1: Low Intensity Fabric (25%)

F3: High Intensity Fabric (92%)

C2: Medium Intensity Center (50%)

4 stories for 
SMU build-
ings only

Townhouses are 
the only attached 
unit type in T4

SETBACKS: PRINCIPAL
• The Facades and Elevations of Principal Build-

ings shall be distanced from the Lot lines as 
shown. 

• Facades shall be built along the Principal Front-
age to the minimum specified width in the table.

BUILDING HEIGHT
• Building height shall be measured in number of 

Stories, excluding Attics and raised basements.
• Height shall be measured to the eave or roof 

deck as specified in Section 2.14.

2nd Layer1st Layer

Secondary Frontage

Pr
in

cip
al

 F
ro

nt
ag

e

PARKING PLACEMENT
• Uncovered parking should be provided within the second 

layer parking zone.
• If parking provided within the first layer, it shall meet the 

standards of Section 2.16.4.
• Covered parking shall meet all setback requirements.

Principal Building

Parking Zone

• Sideyard (SY)
• Duplex (DUP)

• Townhouse (TH)
• Small Multi-Family (SMF)
• Small Mixed-Use (SMU)

Sample illustrated building elevations

Note:
Main courtyard shall be a minimum of 
10% of the lot area and/or 3m min for 
each side (for single-family dwelling) or 
5m min for each side (for multi-family 
building)., whichever is greater.  Addi-
tional courtyards may be smaller.

Building Frontage Line

Source:  DPZ



Design neighborhoods 
that are:
CONNECTED



Public & Private Frontages

Know what to regulate: 
• Triage drivable v/ walkable 

streets;
• Correlate land uses and 

street types;
• Align public and private 

realms;
• Prioritize mobility options 

and public improvements; 



Public & Private Frontages

122

5.1.1 DESCRIPTION: Within the thoroughfare, the 
design of the traveling and parking lanes controls 
motor vehicular speed, which, in turn, determines 
whether or not pedestrians feel comfortable walking 
or using other forms of non-motorized transportation 
in that setting. The thoroughfare provides a shared 
location for buildings, pedestrians, and vehicles. 
Even if the public frontage designates space for 
pedestrian movement, this will not occur if motor 
vehicular speed is excessive. Physical factors such 
as the width of lanes, presence of parking lanes, 
and the geometry of the lanes influence the driver’s 
perception of the maximum safe speed on the 
thoroughfare and are more effective for controlling 
speed than speed limit signs.
5.1.2 TRAFFIC FLOW CONDITIONS: In Pedestrian-
Supportive Development, three types of traffic 
flow are possible, depending on how the vehicular 

lanes are assembled: Free Flow, Slow Flow, and 
Yield Flow. Free Flow conditions occur when 
each direction of moving traffic is within its own 
designated lane, unshared by parking or traffic 
moving in the opposite direction. Expressways, 
Parkways, Highways, Roads, Boulevards, Avenues, 
and some Streets are designed for Free Flow 
conditions. Typically, there is a median or marked 
centerline. Slow Flow conditions occur when 
the spatial cross section of the thoroughfare is 
constrained by parking lanes, preventing drivers 
from passing. The absence of center-line marking 
allows vehicles to share the paved travel way. Some 
Streets may be designed for Slow-Flow conditions. 
Yield Flow conditions occur when two-way traffic 
is impossible because of parking lanes on either 
side. Drivers must stop and yield the right-of-way 
to an oncoming vehicle. Yield Streets are designed 
for Yield Flow conditions. Slow Flow and Yield 

FIGURE 5.A STREETSCAPE & FRONTAGES

5.1 DESIGN OF THE TRAVEL LANES

A RT I C L E  F I V E
T R AV E L  L A N E S

Article 5 contains the standards for the number, dimensions, geometry, and materials of the lanes of the 
thoroughfares. Parking standards are included.

Building BuildingPrivate 

Frontage

Private 

Frontage

Public 

Frontage

Public 

Frontage

Vehicular 

Lanes

Thoroughfare R.O.W. Private LotPrivate Lot

Zone of Influence



Street Capacity & Character

L INK :
S T R E E T  A S  

M OV E M E N T  
C O R R I D O R

D E S I G N  
P R I O R I T Y :
S AV E  T I M E

PLACE :
S T R E E T  A S  
D E S T I N AT I O N

D E S I G N  
P R I O R I T Y :
S P E N D  T I M E

Adapted from Complete Mobility @dewanmkarim. & Hazel Boyrs @ PlaceMakers
Flickr images: (L) Country lemonade; (R) La Citta Vita



Context Based Street Design (8)

PUBLIC WORKS MANUAL

71

CZ-5 AVENUE
An Avenue carries through-traffic between Town Centers or more distantly-spaced neighborhoods. Sidewalks 
are located within the public frontage to accompany Avenues. Design speed for the Avenue is low to promote 
the safety and comfort of pedestrians. In commercial areas, sidewalks can be very wide to facilitate pedestrian 
street activity. Avenues generally have no curb cuts to adjoining land uses, unless the curb cuts are spaced 
similar to block spacing.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
USUAL NUMBER OF LANES xxx SERVICE ROADS none

LANE WIDTHS xxx INTERSECTION SPACING xxx

TYPE OF MEDIAN none CURBSIDE PARKING yes

RIGHT OF WAY WIDTHS xxx SIDEWALKS yes

INTERSECTIONS at grade SPEED LIMIT xxx

LEFT TURN LANES xxx HORIZONTAL CURVE RADIUS xxx

TRAFFIC CONTROLS xxx MAXIMUM GRADE xxx

URBAN 4 URBAN 5URBAN 3

APPLICABLE PUBLIC FRONTAGES

APPLICABLE LANE ASSEMBLIES

10’ 10’ 10’ 10’

XXX ADT
12 seconds
moderate

9’ 10’ 10’ 10’ 10’ 9’

XXX ADT
17 seconds
moderate



A Solution: Coordinate Streets to Zoning

ARTICLE THREE

24

FIGURE 3.C PROPORTION OF SERVICE DIAGRAM

Land Access

Mobility

Freeway

Arterial

Collector

Local

Service Road

Parkway

Highway 

Allee 

Boulevard 

Bike Trail 

Hiking Trail

Couplet 

Avenue 

Main Street 

Bike Route 

Path

Road 

Drive 

Street 

Yield Street 

Bike Lane 

Passage

Rear Lane 

 Alley 

Mews

Conventional 

Suburban Development 

(CSD) 

Thoroughfares

Pedestrian-Supportive

Development 

(PSD)  

Thoroughfares

SMARTCODE
Municipality

SMARTCODE VERSION 9.2SC30

TABLE 3B. VEHICULAR LANE & PARKING ASSEMBLIES

ONE WAY MOVEMENT TWO WAY MOVEMENT
 a.                  NO

PARKING T1  T2  T3 T1  T2  T3 T1  T2  T3 T1  T2 T1  T2

Design ADT
Pedestrian Crossing

Design Speed

300 VPD
3 Seconds

20 - 30 MPH

600 VPD 
 5 Seconds 

Below 20 MPH

 2,500 VPD 
5 Seconds 
20-25 MPH

22,000 VPD 
9 Seconds 

36,000 VPD 
13 Seconds  

35 MPH and above

b.             YIELD
PARKING T3  T4 T3  T4

Design ADT
Pedestrian Crossing

Design Speed

 1,000 VPD 
 5 Seconds 

1,000 VPD 
7 Seconds  

c.       PARKING
ONE SIDE

PARALLEL
T3  T4  T3  T4  T5 T4  T5 T4  T5  T6 T5  T6

Design ADT
Pedestrian Crossing

Design Speed

 5,000 VPD 
 5 Seconds 
20-30 MPH

 18,000 VPD 
8 Seconds  

16,000 VPD 
8 Seconds  
25-30 MPH

15,000 VPD 
11 Seconds  
25-30 MPH

32,000 VPD 
13 Seconds  

d.       PARKING 
BOTH SIDES

PARALLEL
T4 T4  T5  T6 T4  T5  T6 T5  T6 T5  T6

Design ADT
Pedestrian Crossing

Design Speed

8,000 VPD 
 7 Seconds 

Below 20 MPH

 20,000 VPD 
10 Seconds
25-30 MPH

15,000 VPD 
10 Seconds 
25-30 MPH

22,000 VPD
13 Seconds 
25-30 MPH

32,000 VPD 
15 Seconds  

35 MPH and above

e.       PARKING 
BOTH SIDES

DIAGONAL
T5  T6 T5  T6 T5  T6 T5  T6 T5  T6

Design ADT
Pedestrian Crossing

Design Speed

18,000 VPD 
 15 Seconds  

Below 20 MPH

 20,000 VPD 
17 Seconds  
20-25 MPH

15,000 VPD 
17 Seconds  
20-25 MPH

22,000 VPD 
20 Seconds  
25-30 MPH

31,000 VPD 
23 Seconds  
25-30 MPH

f.      PARKING 
ACCESS T3  T4  T5  T6  

Design ADT
Pedestrian Crossing

Design Speed  

 
3 Seconds 

 
6 Seconds 

10’ 24’

TABLE 3B:  Vehicular Lane/Parking Assemblies.  The projected design speeds determine the dimensions of the vehicular lanes and Turning Radii 
assembled for Thoroughfares.



A Solution: Coordinate Streets to Zoning
RURAL URBANSUBURBAN

Source:  Rick Hall, HPE



An Interconnected Street Network (9)



Freeways without Futures (10)

Bonaventure, Montreal

Highway removals:
Montreal, Canada

Seoul, Korea
San Francisco, CA

New York, NY
Rochester, NY

Dallas, TX
Detroit, MI

Milwaukee, WI ($25m to + $1b investment)



Rethinking Parking (6)

1. Charge the right prices for on-
street parking.

2. Spend the parking revenue to 
improve public services on the 
metered streets.

3. Remove off-street parking 
requirements.



A Solution: Code Private Frontages

DRAFT
ELEMENT 4 – BUILDING AND LOT STANDARDS

23

Cebu, Philippines

TREK CODE

TABLE 4C. FRONTAGE SETBACK TYPES

SETBACK TYPE: SHALLOW

Illustration

Shading
1 understory tree or 10 shrubs per 45 sm, trees species should be coordinated with adja-
cent street trees; 70% of the surface area must be shaded by trees, or structural shading 
devices; Landscape or shading devices should shade the sidewalk

Surface Must be landscaped in T4 and may be paved in T5.
Walkways 1 per frontage providing access to building entries in T4.

Fencing Permitted at or interior to the building setback line at primary frontages. Permitted at or 
interior to secondary frontage lines.

SETBACK TYPE: URBAN

Illustration

Shading 80% of the surface area must be shaded by structural shading devices.
Shading should be provided for adjacent sidewalks.

Surface Must be paved and at sidewalk grade.
Vegetation is permitted in raised containers.

Walkways n/a
Fencing Permitted at outdoor seating areas only.

SMARTCODE
Municipality

SMARTCODE VERSION 9.2SC36

TABLE 7. PRIVATE FRONTAGES 

            SECTION                  PLAN
LOT   

PRIVATE 
FRONTAGE 

►
►

◄
◄

R.O.W.
PUBLIC
FRONTAGE

LOT   
PRIVATE 

FRONTAGE 

►
►

◄
◄

R.O.W.
PUBLIC 
FRONTAGE

a. Common Yard: a planted Frontage wherein the Facade is set back 
substantially from the Frontage Line.  The front yard created remains 
unfenced and is visually continuous with adjacent yards, supporting a 
common landscape. The deep Setback provides a buffer from the higher 
speed Thoroughfares.

T2
T3

b. Porch & Fence: a planted Frontage wherein the Facade is set back from 
the Frontage Line with an attached porch permitted to Encroach. A fence 
at the Frontage Line maintains street spatial definition. Porches shall be 
no less than 8 feet deep.

T3
T4

c. Terrace or Lightwell: a Frontage wherein the Facade is set back from 
the Frontage line by an elevated terrace or a sunken Lightwell. This type 
buffers Residential use from urban Sidewalks and removes the private yard 
from public Encroachment. Terraces are suitable for conversion to outdoor 
cafes. Syn: Dooryard.

T4
T5

d. Forecourt: a Frontage wherein a portion of the Facade is close to the 
Frontage Line and the central portion is set back.  The Forecourt created is 
suitable for vehicular drop-offs. This type should be allocated in conjunction 
with other Frontage types. Large trees within the Forecourts may overhang 
the Sidewalks. 

T4
T5
T6

e. Stoop: a Frontage wherein the Facade is aligned close to the Frontage Line 
with the first Story elevated from the Sidewalk sufficiently to secure privacy 
for the windows. The entrance is usually an exterior stair and landing. This 
type is recommended for ground-floor Residential use. 

T4
T5
T6

f. Shopfront: a Frontage wherein the Facade is aligned close to the Frontage 
Line with the building entrance at Sidewalk grade.  This type is conventional 
for Retail use. It has a substantial glazing on the Sidewalk level and an 
awning that may overlap the Sidewalk to within 2 feet of the Curb. Syn: 
Retail Frontage.

T4
T5
T6

g. Gallery: a Frontage wherein the Facade is aligned close to the Frontage line 
with an attached cantilevered shed or a lightweight colonnade overlapping 
the Sidewalk. This type is conventional for Retail use. The Gallery shall be 
no less than 10 feet wide and should overlap the Sidewalk to within 2 feet 
of the Curb.

T4
T5
T6

h. Arcade: a colonnade supporting habitable space that overlaps the Sidewalk, 
while the Facade at Sidewalk level remains at or behind the Frontage Line.  
This type is conventional for Retail use. The Arcade shall be no less than 
12 feet wide and should overlap the Sidewalk to within 2 feet of the Curb. 
See Table 8.

T5
T6

TABLE 7: Private Frontages.  The Private Frontage is the area between the building Facades and the Lot lines. 



Building Better Suburbs through Retrofit (2)



Repair at the Community Level



Repair at the Block Level



Repair at the Building Level



Retrofitting Buildings



Challenge 2: Sprawl Repair

How do you retrofit 
existing communities 
with placemaking in 

mind?



Design neighborhoods 
that are:
CONVIVIAL



A Robust Civic Infrastructure

Know what to regulate: 
• Create a linked system of community services and parks;
• Coordinate community benefits with master plans;
• Develop play sheds for playgrounds;
• Commit a dedicated sum for programming;
• Think big and small: enable shared experiences through strategic, 

small-scale interventions in public spaces



Multi-disciplinary Design Charrette (14)

Source Doug Farr & Associates

• Broaden community engagement 
strategies to build long-term 
support and champions;

• Bring the right partners to the 
table, at the right time;

• Be transparent in design.



Light Imprint (25)

Green neighborhood 
infrastructure can cost up to 
11% less than conventional 
engineering infrastructure.



Tactical Urbanism (10)

Source StreetPlans



A Solution: Open Space Types

K13022-0100D

119CHAPTER 6: OPEN SPACE STANDARDS & GUIDELINES

TABLE 6.1: OPEN SPACE STANDARDS, ILLUSTRATED

OPEN SPACE HIERARCHY Environmental Protec-
tion Area National Park Green Belt Metropolitan Park

Characteristics

Ecologically sensitive lands 
and water bodies that pro-
vide protection to ecological 
habitats and resources from 
inappropriate or excessive 
development.  They can 
be Ecologically Critical 
(terrestrial and marine pro-
tected areas), Resource-
Productive Critical (agricul-
tural areas, water resource 
areas, mineral extraction 
areas) or Hazard Critical 
(air polluted areas).

A large regional park of 
importance with areas 
dedicated to passive and 
active recreational uses. 
it may also reserve parts 
of the park for the pres-
ervation, rehabilitation, 
enhancement or creation 
of natural features or areas. 
They may include existing 
natural features to support 
environmental preservation 
and are intended to be 
low- maintenance and have 
restricted water require-
ments.

A network of interlock-
ing Open Spaces that 
separates urbanized areas. 
Greenbelts may contain 
environmental and agricul-
tural preserves. In Kuwait, it 
separates Kuwait City from 
Metropolitan Kuwait.

A park sized to site conditions 
and available for unstructured 
and structured passive and 
active recreation green are 
spatially defined by extensive 
perimetre streetscape rather 
than building frontages. Its 
landscape consists of treat-
ment of landform, open ground 
and plantings, naturalistically 
arranged with pedestrian circu-
lation, seating, recreation facili-
ties and lighting.  Stormwater 
management provisions may 
be integrated into landscape 
treatment. 

STANDARDS / T-ZONES Permitted in: T1 Permitted in: T1 Permitted in: T1 Conditional in: T3, T4, T5, T6

Size none 50 ha min. min. avg. width of 100m 10 ha min.
Catchment Distance none none none 1,200m
BLDG Coverage (max.) 5% 5% none 5%
BLDG Footprint (max.) 1,000m2 1,000m2 500m2 500m2

Permitted Uses See “Table 6.2: Suggested Active & Passive Recreational Uses In Open Space Types”
Permitted Community Facilities See “Table 5.3. Community Facility Building Use by Transect Zone”
BLDG Height (max.) 1 Storey 1 Storey 1 Storey 2 Storeys
BLDG Setback (min.) 100m buffer 5m 5m 3m
Parking (min.) (1) 0.5 / 100 m2 0.5 / 100 m2 0.5 / 100 m2 0.5 / 100 m2

Notes:
1. Parking requirements shall be based on the BUA of development per use as specified 

in “Table 5.7. Supplemental Regulations and Parking Standards”.

This Table generally illustrates and defines the specific Open Space types. It also allocates them by Transect zone and provides regulations for each.
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OPEN SPACE HIERARCHY Linear Park District Park Neighbourhood Park Plaza

Characteristics

Highly accessible visible, 

linear park configuration 
to follow natural corridors 
in geologic systems. 

A park sized to site condi-
tions and available for 
unstructured and structured 
passive and active recre-
ation. A smaller scale then 
the metropolitan park, it 
may be spatially defined by 
a combination of extensive 
perimetre streetscape and 
a few building frontages. 
Its landscape consists 
of treatment of landform, 
open ground and plantings, 
naturalistically arranged 
with pedestrian circulation, 
seating, recreation facilities 
and lighting.  Stormwater 
management provisions 
may be integrated into 
landscape treatment.

A small park prominently sited 
for unstructured civic use, 
commercial activity and pas-
sive recreation and functions 
as a main community meeting 
place.   Neighbourhood Parks 
are spatially defined by sub-
stantial, adjacent streetscape 
and/or building frontages with 
streets on at least two sides. Its 
landscape consists of paving, 
walls, landscape elements and 
plantings formally arranged. 
Neighbourhood Parks are typi-
cally located at the intersection 
of important thoroughfares and 
may contain a mosque.

Major urban space for civic 
purposes and programmed 
activities.  Plazas are spatially 
defined by building and street 
frontages.  Building edges at 
grade to contain continuous 
public service uses for animation 
and support.   Plaza grade should 
be flush with perimetre sidewalks 
and provide access to adjacent 
buildings. Its landscape consists 
primarily of pavement with option 
of strategically placed trees 
planted at grade. Plazas may 
be anchored by landmark focal 
point, such as water feature, 
public art or Community Facili-
ties.  Plazas are typically located 
at the intersection of important 
thoroughfares.  Plazas may be 
publicly accessible private or 
public space.

STANDARDS / T-ZONES Permitted in: T1, OS Conditional in: T3 Permitted in: OS
Conditional in: T3, T4, T5, T6

Permitted in: OS
Conditional in: T3, T4, T5, T6

Size 50m avg. width / 12 ha min. 5 ha min. 0.4 ha min. / 4 ha max. 1 ha max.
Catchment Distance none 1,200m 600m none
BLDG Coverage (max.) 5% 5% 5% 5%
BLDG Footprint (max.) 500m2 500m2 250m2 100m2

Permitted Uses See “Table 6.2: Suggested Active & Passive Recreational Uses In Open Space Types”
Permitted Community Facilities See “Table 5.3. Community Facility Building Use by Transect Zone”
BLDG Height (max.) 2 Storeys 2 Storeys 2 Storeys 1 Storey (3.5m max.)
BLDG Setback (min.) 3m 3m 3m 1m
Parking (min.) (1) 0.5 / 100 m2 0.5 / 100 m2 0.5 / 100 m2 0.5 / 100 m2

Notes:
1. Parking requirements shall be based on the BUA of development per use as specified 

in “Table 5.7. Supplemental Regulations and Parking Standards”.

TABLE 6.1: OPEN SPACE STANDARDS ILLUSTRATED, CONT'D



Challenge 3: Define Success

How will you measure the 
success of public places, and 
their contributions to the 

livability of the community?



Design neighborhoods 
that are:
COMPLEX



Authentic & Human-Scaled 

Know what to regulate: 
• Find what is unique to your city and capitalize on it;
• Require your vision to shape development, not 

development shape your city;
• Require multiple architects for large-scale projects;
• Decide what you are willing to code and enforce. 



Traditional Neighborhood Development (23)

Kentlands, MD (DPZ)
North Commons, KY, (DPZ)



Mixed Use Urban Centers (22)

Legacy Town Center, TX (DPZ)



Transit-Oriented Development (24)

Liberty Harbor, NJ (DPZ)

7Introduction

ITDP’s Principles of Urban 
Development for Transport  
in Urban Life:
1.  [walk] Develop neighborhoods that         

promote walking  

2.  [cycle] Prioritize non-motorized 
transport networks  

3. [connect] Create dense networks of   
  streets and paths  

4. [transit] Locate development near   
  high-quality public transport

5. [mix] Plan for mixed use

6. [densify] Optimize density and transit  
  capacity     

7. [compact] Create regions with short   
  commutes     

8. [shift] Increase mobility by regulating  
  parking and road use
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6. [densify] Optimize density and transit  
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8. [shift] Increase mobility by regulating  
  parking and road use



A Solution: Tailor to Conditions 

• Consider the specific character of the neighborhoods. 

• Establish Standards & Guidelines

• There is no one size fits all.



FBC Elements: Requirements vs/ Incentives



Coding for Degree of Intervention

• Consider the specific character of the neighborhoods. 

• Establish Standards & Guidelines

• There is no one size fits all.



A Solution: Code for Quality

CITY OF CHARLESTON, DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING PRESERVATION AND SUSTAINABILITY
2 GEORGE STREET, SUITE 3100, CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29401   843-724-3781   FAX: 843-724-3772  WWW.CHARLESTON-SC.GOV

BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW 
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A-GRID   < ................................................
    B-GRID     .....................................................>   C-GRID 

GENERALLY EASIER  TO APPROVE < ............................................. > 
   MORE DIFFICULT TO APPROVE 

URBAN GUIDELINES

TALLER CEILING HEIGHTS < ................................................................................> SHORTER CEILING HEIGHT

NARROW TO THE FRONTAGE < ..........................................................................> WIDER TO THE FRONTAGE

BASE DIFFERENTIATED < ................................................................................................. > BASE CONTINUOUS

MANY SMALL BUILDINGS < .......................................................................................> FEW LARGE BUILDINGS

PARKING MASKED FROM FRONTAGE  < ........................................... > PARKING VISIBLE FROM FRONTAGE

PARKING PROVIDED < ......................................................................................> EXCESS PARKING PROVIDED

ARCHITECTURAL GUIDELINES

NATURAL & INTEGRAL MATERIALS < ............................................ > COMPOSITE & CLADDING MATERIALS

STRUCTURAL EXPRESSION < .....................................................................................> SURFACE EXPRESSION

APPLICATION OF LOCAL CRAFT < ................................................................................> ABSENCE OF CRAFT 

UNIFIED STOREFRONT DESIGN < ............................................................... > STOREFRONT BY COMPONENT

CLEAR GLAZING < .............................................................................................. > DARK OR MIRROR GLAZING

VERTICAL PROPORTIONS < .............................................................................> HORIZONTAL PROPORTIONS

REPETITIVE FENESTRATION < ...................................................................................> MIXED FENESTRATION

SMALL MULLIONS < .................................................................................................> LARGE OR NO MULLIONS

THICKER WALL DEPTH < ............................................................................................ > THINNER WALL DEPTH

SIMPLE MASSING < ............................................................................................................ > COMPLEX MASSING

SHADING ELEMENTS PROVIDED< ..........................................................................> NO SHADING ELEMENTS

GUIDELINE SUMMARY

BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW 35

ANALYSIS 2B

City Limits of Charleston: 101 square miles
Historic Districts: 4 square miles

The Premise:                
Historic Districts under the 

care of the BAR should 
privilege quality over style. 



A Solution: Incentivize w/ Code
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BUILDING TYPOLOGIES ON A TYPICAL BLOCK

Existing Villas at 14 - 22 dwelling units / hectare.  

Courtyard Villas at 14 - 22 dwelling units / hectare.  
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Article 2: Urban Standards 

STANDARD VILLA FRONT LOADED

STANDARD VILLA FRONT LOADED - REAR GARAGE  AND REAR LOADED

3m
min.

5m min.

6m min.

3m min.

1m max.

1m max.

0m min.

Lot Width 24m min.

Lo
t D

ep
th 

30
m 

mi
n.

0m min

A
A

5m min.

1m max.

3m min.

1m max.1m max. 1m max.

A. Plot Occupation 
Plot width / depth  24m min / 30m min. 
Plot area   720m2 min. 
Plot coverage   60% max if front loaded
F.A.R.   1.0
Open Space Required 30% min.
Density   13 du/ha

B. Building Disposition  
Courtyard   Permitted
Edge Yard  Not Permitted
Rear Yard   Not Permitted
Side Yard   Permitted 

C. Building Height
Principal Building  2.5 Stories max.
Accessory Structure  1 Stories max.

D. Setbacks 
Principal Building  
Front Setback  6m min.
Side Setback  3m min. 
Rear Setback  5m min.
Frontage Buildout  30% min.

Accessory Structure (20m max)
Front Setback  0m min. up to 30% of 
    frontage max
Side Setback  0m min.
Rear  Setback  1m min. 

E. Encroachments
At Building Frontage  1m max.
At Building Side  1m max.
At Building Rear  none

F. Private Frontages 
Garden & Wall  Permitted
Forecourt   Not permitted
Terrace    Not permitted
Forestoop   Not permitted
Shopfront & Awning  Not permitted
Arcade / Gallery  Not permitted

G. Building Function 
Residential  Permitted
Lodging   Permitted
Office   Prohibited
Retail   Prohibited

H. Parking Provisions
2 spaces min. per villa

Notes:
1. Minimum separation between principal buildings shall be 3m.

Large Standard Villa

Street

AA

Street

Alley

Lot Width 24m min.

Lo
t D

ep
th 

30
m 

mi
n.

0m min. 0m min.

4m min.

6m min. 6m min.

3m
min.

1m max.

1m max.

3m
min.

1m max.

4m min.1m max.

3m
min.

1m max.

non- alley

6m min.

1m min 1m min

T3
BUILDING TYPE SPECIFIC REGULATIONS

Key: Principal Building Accessory Structure EncroachmentA Parking location

Building Disposition and Plot Ocupation shown for illustrative purposes only
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Article 2: Urban Standards    

A. Plot Occupation 
Plot width / depth  24m min / 30m min.
Plot area   720m2 min. 
Plot coverage   60% max if front loaded
F.A.R.   1.2
Open Space Required 30% min.
Density   13 du/ha

B. Building Disposition  
Courtyard   Permitted
Edge Yard  Permitted
Rear Yard   Not Permitted
Side Yard   Permitted 

C. Building Height
Principal Building  2.5 Stories max.
Accessory Structure  1 Story max.

D. Setbacks 
Principal Building  
Front Setback  3m min.
Side Setback  3m min. / 0m min. other side
Side Corner Setback 2m min. 
Rear Setback  0m min.
Frontage Buildout  40% min.

Accessory Structure (20m2  max.)*
Front Setback  0m min. up to 30% of
    frontage max.
Side Setback  0m min.
Rear  Setback  0m min. 

E. Encroachments
At Building Frontage  1m max.
At Building Side  1m max.
At Building Rear  none

F. Private Frontages 
Garden & Wall  Permitted
Forecourt   Not permitted
Terrace    Not permitted
Forestoop   Not permitted
Shopfront & Awning  Not permitted
Arcade / Gallery  Not permitted

G. Building Function 
Residential  Permitted 
Lodging   Permitted
Office   Prohibited
Retail   Prohibited

H. Parking Provisions
2 spaces min. per villa
Notes:
1. Minimum separation between principal buildings shall be 

3m.
2. Courtyard dimensions may be reduced if multiple court-

yards are provided on lot
3. There shall be no windows on shared plot lines. Windows 

may face a shared plot line with minimum setback of 3m. 
(See controlled privacy definition)

Large Courtyard Villa

Street

1m max.

Courtyard of 
10% of lot min
w/ 1:3 height to 

width ratio

AA
1m max.

Lot Width 24m min.

Lo
t D

ep
th 

30
m 

mi
n.

3m min.3m min.

0m min. 0m min.

3m min.

0m min.

0m min.0m min.3m min.

Courtyard
10% of lot min
w/ 1:3 height to 

width ratio

1m max.1m max.

0m min.

T3

Key: Principal Building Accessory Structure EncroachmentA Parking location

Building Disposition and Plot Ocupation shown for illustrative purposes only
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BUILDING TYPOLOGIES ON A TYPICAL BLOCK

Existing Villas at 14 - 22 dwelling units / hectare.  

Courtyard Villas at 14 - 22 dwelling units / hectare.  
 



Challenge 4: Lovable Places

How do you create buildings people 
will love and places that will endure?



Design neighborhoods 
that are:
EQUITABLE



Incremental Development (21)

Know what to regulate:
• Provide a more supportive 

regulatory environment;
• Be faster with targeted 

improvements;
• Promote incremental / 

small-scale development;
• Focus on strategic 

placemaking;
• Match areas of need with 

greater opportunities for 
redevelopment



Lean Urbanism (13)



A Solution: Lean Urbanism



Public Housing that Engages with the City (20)

Albemarle Square in Baltimore by TGP



Katrina Cottages (19)



Challenge 5

How to provide the highest benefit 
to the largest number of people.



“By far the greatest and most 
admirable form of wisdom, is 

that needed to plan and 
beautify cities and human 

communities.” 
Socrates

marina@dpz.com

www.dpz.com

mailto:marina@dpz.com
http://www.dpz.com

